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“Success is no accident. It is hard work,
perseverance, learning, studying,
sacrificing and most of all loving
what you are doing.”
– Pele –

The interesting thing about India & Thailand is that they
share many commonalities in terms of religion, culture,
food, traditions and festivals. If it is Diwali in India then
there is Loy Krathong in Thailand, both countries practice
Buddhism as a part of religion, rice is a staple food both
in India & Thailand, greeting people whether ‘namaste
‘or ‘wai’ are done in the same manner. With so many
similarities, we decided to pick this months Lifestyle’s Vol
8 Edition as Cultural Festivities.
Holi, the festival of color is celebrated majorly in the
northern part of India. Celebrated with water balloons,
colors, dance and of course gujiya and thandai; make
the festival a much-awaited affair. Similarly, Songkran is
celebrated in similar manner in Thailand, with water guns,
balloons and colors. The magazine also included delicious
recipe of Ghujiya, the main sweet during Holi. Readers
can also find the latest Spring fashion collection and
beauty hacks for cracked feet inside. Further, wellness
bites to avoid fatigue and benefits of working out during
Brahma Muharat is also there in this volume.
The world is facing a tough time due to Corona Virus, we
as Indo Thai News are making our best efforts to bring
you the latest news & updates regarding COVID-19 cases and affects in India & Thailand. We are also regularly
sharing health tips and safety hacks to keep yourself
during this time. We request our readers & viewers to
please stay indoors till the situation is under control.
Also don’t forget to log on to our YouTube Channel – some
Exclusive Candid Interviews & Travel Videos have been
uploaded this month for our viewers.
I hope this issue impacts, informs & inspires our audience
to embrace a lifestyle of excellence!
Thank You
Please Subscribe Us at:
· Instagram
· Facebook
· Twitter
· YouTube
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Chocolate
Ville
- Striking European-Style Restaurant Park in
Bangkok You Shouldn’t Miss

- Man ish Kumar

Bangkok is every foodie’s delight. And
traveller’s too.

How would you feel if you get the best of both
combinations? In any big city you could get an
assortment of restaurant options and
deciding which one to pick can become
perplexing. Food places vie to get attention of
people and something that can give a unique
dining experience is definitely on a traveller’s
bucket list.
So, when you are in Bangkok and want to get
a truly exceptional
experience, head over to Chocolate Ville. This
eastern Bangkok outdoor eatery presents a
quaint experience, a charming pleasure you
would want to soak in.

What It Is Made Up Of?

Food – Delectable and Sumptuous

Opened in 2011, with lots of work, Chocolate
Ville is an ample park location having buildings, From Thai foods to western, the options are
aplenty. Do not think that having same menu
shops, and restaurants.
limits you to the options. The menu is large and
Assessing thoroughly we observed that the park there is assortment of choices for you to fit your
is built in detail, having been given thought-about appetite completely.
pertaining to every little aspect of the
infrastructure and display. Being here will feel like While we wanted to try out different, we ordered
multiple items in small quantities, and the best
physically present somewhere in a traditional
delicacy that we would recommend to you is
European village setting. The walkway is
floral-covered, with a winding pond meandering trying out German Ham Hock, a tender and juicy
inside, and crunchy outside. And everything is
through the area.
budget-friendly, so trying out the food delights
won’t burn your
There are many restaurants here, with each one
having the same menu, filled with delicious food pocket.
options. Whether you want to sit inside or
outside, both options are available for you. And And not just food, there is so much when it comes
to drink options. The extensive drink menu
the courteous staff is very good at their job,
includes fresh juices, sodas, and much more you
making sure each thing is done and handled
perfectly. And there is no worrying about the hot can choose from.
weather, as fans are present at every dining table,
For wine lovers, sipping a glass of wine handling
and there sufficient cooling facilitation.

How Chocolate Ville is Different from
Other Restaurants?
Chocolate Ville is a theme park and
restaurant. Not just a restaurant but it is a community
in itself. This location is a large sprawling area with a
‘Dining in the park’ concept that you will definitely
enjoy, reflecting a European village theme of sorts.

Visiting this themed-park was one of the best
highlights of our visit to Thailand. This is an
experience I could never forget.
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it while sitting on the outside catching a glimpse of the lake quietly was an experience I haven’t had
before, anywhere. There are hundreds of wine options to choose from – so, sip on!

What to Do – So Much to do You Will Feel • The weather is usually hot and humid, so wear
comfortable outfit suitable for the summer
Wanting to Have More Time

Decorum – A Truly Instagrammable Place

Pose with the carousel horse, take-in the sight
of gazebos, play around with the red-telephone
booth and do much more that will take right to a
European atmosphere. And if you want to behold
the entire extensive restaurant or have a bird’s
eye-view of the area, just head up to the
light-house. A magnificent experience, I must say.
Even the best pictures we took include most from
the top of the lighthouse. A truly selfie-taking
place that had me stunned and amazed.

season.

Opening Hours

• It is recommended to postpone your visit here if
it’s a rainy day.
• As we have mentioned earlier too, ensure to
reach early and stay up to the closing time to get
full pleasure and fun.
While the locals know this place and recommend,
many foreigners usually don’t know about this
place before reaching Bangkok or if their
travelling agent doesn’t recommend.

So, it would help you if you include this in your
itinerary beforehand, otherwise you can miss out
Chocolate Ville is open from 4 P.M. up to
midnight. And as we were suggested, reach early on a gem of a place.
and get to enjoy the lovely view during the sunset.
Stroll around, enjoy the view, take photos, indulge Having an amazing landscape and stunning
infrastructure that takes you right to the
in wine
tasting and then take dinner. Arriving early will help traditional European setting, you will feel like you
you relish both the afternoon and night scenery. are not in Thailand but in a totally unique and
new place.
And yes one important thing – The entry is
completely Free. Yes, no entry charges.

How You Can Get to Chocolate Ville
This place is hugely famous in Bangkok, so
reaching here won’t be a fuss for you. The best
way to reach here is through a taxi. While we had
a local friend with us, bargaining with the drivers
got easy to handle.
They usually inflate the price and quote as much
as double than the metred prices, so make sure to
barter with them. It will take you usually an hour
to reach Chocolate Ville from downtown
Bangkok (keeping mild traffic in consideration).

Some Tips to Help You Out
Below appended are few tips, some of which we
knew and followed, while some we assessed
having been there:
• To walk around the park comfy, dress up in
sports or walking shoes.
Lifestyle
8 IndoThai
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Fighting
with
Fatigue
10 Best Ways
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- Nancy kapoor
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Ten ways
to beat
Fatigue
Fatigue is basically a lack of energy. Now,
this is not confined to only a physical
condition. It can also be a lapse mentally
too. The person, suddenly becomes very
lethargic. This can be largely due to
monotonous life style or factors only the
person may best know why. Fatigue can
also occur due to lack of stamina.

that, we need to see the symptoms that
leads to fatigue too.
Symptoms of Fatigue :
The problems that arise during defining
it could be fatigue is that, there are many
other disorders which are equated as
fatigue. So, these have to be ruled out.
They are;
•
A disease or ailment like Thyroid,
anemia, Chronic fatigue syndrome, COPD
etc. These are treatable at the hospital and
do cause drowsiness or tiredness, but
cannot be called as fatigue.

They have less enthusiasm to strive hard
like before and always complain of
tiredness. Therefore, it could be that, the
food they eat, may not energize them at all.
The question is, is there a solution to it at
all? Are the solutions mental or can it be
solved through medicines?
•
A historical analysis of the patient’s
health needs to be done to ascertain its
Before attempting to find the truth behind only fatigue.
12 IndoThai Lifestyle
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BREATHING :

to the nervous system also, which results
in oxygen flowing into the brain chambers.
Breathing is a reflex action, which goes on Exercising also enhances your quality of
without our concentrated effort to do so. life, and results in great stamina levels.
That is good enough until a problem arises
like fatigue. This would mean, that a person
has not been breathing properly and needs Water Water Water :
to concentrate on it every day.
The body has to be kept hydrated at all
Shallow breathing, drops energy levels and
results in fatigue. Therefore, if the
person, takes deep breaths, in a
concentrated fashion, the oxygen would
be pumped into the respiratory system and
thereby the bloodstream. Good energy is
the result of deep breathing, to drive away
fatigue.

Eating or Dieting Pattern :
Fatigue could be a possible result for many,
who tend to overeat or eat at irregular intervals. There has to be method to eating,
and the stomach can accept only food to a
particular extent. If one tends to overload
the stomach, the digestive system does
not function as fast it should.

times. A regular cup of water at periodic
intervals, would keep dehydration at bay,
and cause less fatigue.
One cannot perform any duties, by
postponing thirst since they are busy with
some other mundane activity. The blood
circulation, and muscles would be hit
badly, if the regular water intake is not
maintained as its health benefits are many.

Avoid Late Night Activities :
The other way of defining this, is to say, hit
the bed early in the night. Sleep
deprivation, is one major reason for fatigue
and many tend to stay up watching TV late
night or chatting on their mobiles.

A man should sleep for seven hours through
This would result in a strange kid of
the night and a lady at least eight. It is also
tiredness, as it the biological system which equally important not oversleep, and wake
ids pulling you down.
up early in the morning.
The best way to defeat fatigue, is to eat
Try Not to Over learn or Over Think :
minimum quantities and increase the
number of times you consume. This will
With so many technological advances, we
result in energy and you will stay fit.
tend to load our head with others
problems, which hardly matters to us.

An Active Life :

Just avoid overload of thoughts and shut
One requires an exercise regime, to get
down all that is running in your head, so
energized throughout the day. Exercise that your focus is maintained, and the brain
walking briskly or jogging keep the vital is not taxed, for it to create fatigue.
organs busy and healthy, as oxygen gets
pumped in.
It is not confined to robust energy only, but
14 IndoThai Lifestyle

Be Optimistic All the Time :
A train of positive thoughts would result
in positive results only. Foe a human to be
pessimistic all the while, the results would
be unwarranted negative thoughts and
drain of energy talking and thinking about
it.

If that is the fact, the solution also lies
within ourselves for wellness.
Yes, one may have got into a habitual life,
which may prove detrimental on the long
run, but resetting it once in a while would
help you lead a life free of fatigue and
everlasting positivity.

Entertain Yourself :
Boredom is a part of everyone’s lives and
none escape. Take a break often from your
life or mundane chores and listen to some
music. It may help you dance a bit too,
which would take you on a nostalgia trip.
Even a book is exciting. Singing along with
the music is also a good way to remove
fatigue.

Do Not Hold Emotions :
To hold back thoughts, which have to be
necessarily spoken out, would cause a
mental turmoil, leading to fatigue.
Therefore it is imperative to speak up your
mind, f the situation permits. Mulling the
same thoughts in your head would cause
brain fatigue.

A Cat Nap Leads to Power :
Since you are awake from early morning,
and the day’s activities are endless and
tiring, a short nap would be the best way to
energies yourself.
Even if it means sleeping for just a while,
it boosts your energy to efficiently handle
the rest of the day and get rid of fatigue.
As seen above, fatigue is caused by
ourselves with hardly any interference
from any external factors.
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Holi
Festival
– T he Sy mb ol of L ove,
E nj oy ment and Vic tor y of
G o o d O ver Ev i l

18

- Man ish Kumar

Festival of Joy and Mirth
True to the spring season, which sets in during
this time and brings brightness, shine and
colour, the Holi festival symbolizes mirth,
laughter, dance, colour and joy all around,
and not to forget some delicious lip-smacking
snacks. This is the festival when greeting each
other, cheering together, celebrating together
takes the centre-stage and all that bitterness
and such are
renounced.
Celebrated as thanksgiving for the good
harvest and to bring the communities and
people together, this festival is celebrated
among people of all ages and background,
where they smear each other with colours,
dance their way to melodious tunes, gulp on
delicious gujiyas and other food snacks. It is a
time when all you come across is a
carnivalesque mood everywhere.
With this year’s Holi festival round the corner,
people have started making plans,
arrangements and indulging in merriment to
be with their family and friends to mark the
celebration in style.
While traditionally it started as a Hindu festival, it is no longer committed to one culture
and faith. People from different communities
and background come together and take part
in the joyous atmosphere that is the Holi.

If you re s id e in Ind i a , e sp e c i a l ly Nor t h Indi a , t he n you
wou ld b e prett y mu ch f ami l i ar w it h t he fe st iv a l Hol i – t he
fest iva l of col ou rs . And i f you are f rom any ot he r re g i on
i n t he worl d, t hen t here are hi g h chanc e s are you wou l d
he ar ab out it, s e en t he i mage s of p e opl e pl ay i ng and
cel ebr at i ng .
18 IndoThai Lifestyle

Legend of Holi – How it
Started – What it Symbolize?
While many people associate Holi with the
color festival that is played during the day.
But, in actuality it starts a day earlier
with – Holika Dahan.
This ritual is performed by lighting a bonfire
and praying in front of that to get one’s eveils
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What Celebrations Take Place on
Holi?
Holika Dahan :
It is symbolic to the burning of Holika, thus
starting the rituals of Holi festivals, signifying
the victory of good over evil – a lesson we all
are encouraged this time to imbibe and
follow. People collect wood logs, putting them
together in a heap. Then it is burned on the
full night, with people gathering around the
burning pyre and praying with bhajans, also
praising Lord Vishnu.

destroyed. There is a legend associated with
this ritual, and that is the history that gave
birth to this festival. In ancient times, there
was a mythical demon named as – Holika
(reason behind the name of the festival being
Holi).

How Long the Holi is Celebrated?

The Hoki festival is celebrated over two days,
the first evening being the time of burning
the effigy of Holika, while the next day full of
playing with colours, eating sweets and
other food delicacies, dancing to music,
During an ancient period, as described in greeting each other and as such.
the Vedas scriptures, Holika tried to kill her
brother King Hirankashyap’s son by burning
alongside sitting on a fire; but instead she died.
This is observed as the mark of good
prevailing over bad and evil – forming the
base of the festival to let people know and will
to burn their inner demons and evils.
The next day denotes the celebration of good
tiding over the bad, with people celebrating by
greeting each other, smear and drench other
in colours, as well as water, and cook and
enjoy sumptuous foods.
22 IndoThai Lifestyle
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Smearing Coloured Powders
The most popular and widely indulging in part of Holi celebration, one that signifies the Holi
the world over, is people smearing coloured powders over each other in a joyous and playful
manner. This follows the legend that when Holika died, people took the ashes from the pyre she
was burned in, and then smeared it on each other.

Th row i ng C ol oure d Wate r

On a Sweet Note

Not just coloured water, but throwing coloured water, through water guns, balloons and
other means have also become popular in present times, although now with water
With allto
ofstay
chefaway
Amit’sfrom
fare,water
we were
stuffed
conservation consideration people are encouraged
based
Holi
to
the
brim,
but
of
course
when
has
a
meal
celebration. This trend too follows a legend that Lord Krishna used to play pranks on
beencelebrations
complete without
girls, even drenching them with water duringever
the Holi
whichsome
led todessert?
the rise
The
very
courteous
and
polite
staff
who’d
of this custom.
been waiting on us, offered us suggestions
on the dessert specials, and soon we were
eagerly waiting for the hot gulab-jamuns.
For those of you who don’t know what
these amazing balls of heaven are – they
are small spongy balls of flour soaked in a
rose flavoured sugar syrup often served
piping hot with vanilla ice-cream on the
side and just a sprinkle of cardamom to
bring out the flavour. We indulged ourselves into the syrupy goodness and let
the flavours do their magic.
For the price of the meal, although on a
pricey side, the experience and the food
seem worth it and it truly is an indulgence.
The meal was definitely one of the best
ones I’ve had in a long time and Michelin
awarded to the restaurant is totally well

24
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Food Snacks
Like with so many other festivals in India, no celebratory moment is complete
without some delicious and staple food.
The first and foremost staple food that
comes to mind when thinking of Holi is
– Gujiya – a sweet delicacy, most popular
in the norther states in India.
Filled with delicious stuffing and crispy
layer, this dessert is a must-have on this
auspicious occasion. It can be prepared
fried or baked, but this 0one is a must
have to make your merriment on Holi
significant and memorable.
Another popular in the category
is – Thandai. This delicious beverage is
prepared with milk and an mixture of
spices. A highly popular ingredient is
‘Bhanng’ and this type of Thandai is one
yuou can find easily every nook and
corner around the towns.
Some other popular food delicacies
include Dahi Bhalle, Puran Poli,
Malpua, Pakora, Phirni, Barfi, Namak
Paare, Kaanji ke Vade, Kachori, ras Malai,
and much more.

Some Interesting Customs and
Celebrations of Holi in India

norther Indian states, including Maharashtra
and Punjab. The matka, an earthern pot, is
filled with butter milk and then is held up on
• Lathmaar – Women Hitting Men with Sticks a rope at a good height (some 15-20 feet),
with the ropes being attached to buildings,
This one custom is celebrated in Mathura, trees or posts.
UP, and has become hugely popular in
present times, with people from all over the Men gather together, forms a human
country as well as from abroad descending pyramid, with the single one at the top trying
into this town on Holi to experience this to reach the pot and break it with their fist.
unique and interesting festival celebration.
And during this time, female folks try to stop
Loudspeakers and celebrations play in the men from doing to throwing water from
background, while males annoy and irritate buckets on them, and other such things,
the females and then in return gets beaten resulting in a truly hilarious, jubilant and
exciting atmosphere.
by them using sticks.
• Matka Pot Breaking
This custom is popular in western and

Come on 9th and 10th March 2020, and the
whole of India will be indulged in the
celebration of Holi.
The festival has also grown popular
worldwide, with Indian residents living in
other countries celebrating it there with
their communities as well as bringing in the
natives there to come and experience this
unique beacon of love, merriment and hope.

28
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The
Royal
Gujiya
– Dif ferent St ate s , D if fe re nt Shap e s ,
Yet Si m i l ar Taste
				
				
- N I T I N R AO
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Holi is around the corner and the excitement
for this festival in the hearts of Holi lovers is as
usual unmatchable. Along with beautiful and
vibrant colours, various kinds of foods, sweets
and Indian deserts are what makes Holi
complete. And when it comes to Indian
dessert, you cannot take out of the Gujiyas out
of the equation.

The reason being is that you can use all your
favourite ingredients and condiments and
avoid ones you do not like.
Besides, if kept in the airtight jar, Gujiya can
stay edible in the room temperature for up to
10 days.

Another reason why I prefer investing my time
It would not be incorrect to say that Holi is in making Gujiya by myself is that the Gujiyas
somehow incomplete without Gujiyas. While made in the restaurants are too sugary and do
two of our county’s renowned states, namely not taste as good as it should be.
West Bengal and Odisha, have been rivalling
over the origin of Roshogolla, the lovers of Therefore, take out some time to prepare
Gujiyas, on the other hand, have been just Gujiyas delicious enough that your taste buds
sitting in the corner and enjoying the syrupy, would not resist you from having another one.
sweet and filled with condiments
Gujiyas.
While the recipe of making Gujiya differs in
every state of India, the basic ingredients
remain almost similar across the country.

The History of Gujiya

There are tons of stories available on the
internet about the concept of Gujiya and how
this Indian dessert is inspired by Baklava – a
Turkish sweet pastry filled with chopped nuts
and condiments.
However, there is another theory, which is
quite popular about the origin of Gujiya and
how it might have belonged to Bundelkhand,
a hilly region between the states of Uttar
Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.
Either way, Gujiya originally belongs to North
India and so is the festival of Holi.

The Royal Gujiya
The sweetness of Gujiya has been around for
centuries and was once a part of the royal
kitchen. I have been making Gujiya for years
now and hence I can assure you that making
Gujiya at your home is 100 times worth it than
purchasing it from the restaurants.
32 IndoThai Lifestyle

These essential ingredients include flour,
maida flour, milk, semolina (sooji), sugar, khoya
(mawa), ghee and, of course, the water.

How Gujiya Differs Across the
Country?
Throughout the years, the shape of Gujiya has
been changed as the people in India love
cooking and experimenting with their foods.
However, the taste of Gujiyas has been as
delicious as it was decades ago.
Not only the shape but also the name of
Gujiya is different across the country.
Let me first enlighten you of different names
of this Indian dessert, Gujiya and how the local
people in every region play with the stuffing
inside Gujiyas.

Gujiya in Gujarat
Gujiya is known as Ghughra in the state of
Gujarat and is equally delicious as in the other
parts of India. The reason being is the people
of Gujarat love sweet dishes more than
anything else.
Consequently, the stuffing that is filled inside
Gujiya, or should I say Ghughra, is made from
nuts, semolina (sooji) and dry coconut.

Gujiya in Andhra Pradesh
In Andhra Pradesh, the name of Gujiya is
Kajjikayalu – a bit of a tongue twister for North
Indian people.
The people in Andhra Pradesh make
Kajjikayalu with fillings of dry coconut,
semolina and a tinge of cardamom. It is as crisp
and light as you see it in North India.
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Gujiya in Maharashtra
Gujiya is referred to as Karanji or Khusakhushit
Karanji in the state of Maharashtra.
The Marathi recipe for making Gujiya is again
different from the rest of India. Maharashtrians
makes Khusakhushit Karanji with the stuffing
of fine rava, poppy seeds, cardamom powder
and, of course, the dry coconut.
Along with it, they also stuff different types of
dry fruits depending on their preferences.

Gujiya in Goa
Well, to be honest, I was a bit surprised to
know that Gujiya is quite popular in a
contemporary state like Goa. But that is the
beauty of our country, isn’t it?
Gujiya is known as Nevri in Goa and the recipe
for Goan Nevri is slightly different.
The people of Goa make Nevri with the stuffing
of fresh coconut – not the dried ones as used
in other parts of India – and jaggery, which
gives it a little moistness.
Nevri or Gujiya is popular by some other names
such as neureos or neurios in the state of Goa.

Gujiya in Rajasthan
Well, when it comes to food, how can I miss
one of the crown states of food lovers,
Rajasthan that is! In Rajasthan, it is known as
Gujiya only and its recipe is a bit distinctive.
The people of Rajasthan make Gujiya stuffed
with khoya, sugar, cardamom, chopped
almonds and grated coconut.

crispy and it cracks in the mouth with the first
bite, followed by melted sweet fillings.
The stuffing of Gujiya differ from region to
region and it largely depends on what is
popular in the specific neighbourhood.
Other than these classic ways of making
Gujiya with various kinds of stuffing such as
mawa, dry fruits and other above mentioned
ingredients, today, we do have the healthier
versions of Gujiya called baked Gujiya.
Yes, for the health-conscious people out there.
However, for me, there is nothing better than
those classic made Gujiya.
One of the main reasons why Gujiya, along
with other sweets and dishes, are quite
popular on Holi is because there is no tradition
of keeping fast on Holi like we do have on many
other festivals like Diwali, Rakshabandhan, Shri
Krishna Janmashtami, and Maha Shivratri etc.
Hence, people enjoy having delicious foods,
sweets and drinks.
Besides, Gujiya is not an excessively sweet dish
and thus, there are a lot of fans of homemade
Gujiyas.
Even in 2020, almost every home in North
India makes Gujiya on the occasion of Holi and
distributes in their neighbourhoods.
And, this is, by the way, among a few major
reasons why I curiously wait for the amalgamation of colourful Holi and delicious Gujiya
throughout the year.
So, on this Holi, make some delicious Gujiyas
for your loved ones and do let me know your
experience! Happy Holi!

The outer layer of Gujiya in Rajasthan is a bit
34 IndoThai Lifestyle
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The 96 Minute Exercise Journey through

BRAHMA
MUHURTA
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- Kanika Sardwal

Brahma Muhurta can be defined as a passage
of time, which occurs early in the morning,
depending on the sunrise. It is a total time
interval of 96 minutes, and one muhurta lasts
for 48 minutes. So, a total of 96 minutes
would mean two muhurtas before sunrise.
Let us assume that the sun rise is clocked at
6 am in the morning.
Therefore, the first muhurta would start at
4.24 Am and would finish it 5,12 am. Then the
second muhurta would last till 6 Am where
one would start seeing the sunrise, signaling
the end of the Muhurtha.
As per Hinduism, the Bramha muhurta is the
ideal time to engage in Yoga exercises, or in
religious worship. This would also include
continues meditation, which will have a much
greater effect than any other ordinary day.
This leads us to question on what is the
specialty of this time interval and its effects,
which are explained in the passage found
below.

Waking up early at time of Bramha Muhurtha:
The religious minded Hindus have always
believed that the Muhurtha time, is when the
mind is kept fresh, and would absorb fresh
knowledge and perceive it too. Therefore, a
walking exercise, which starts in the first
muhurta ends only after 96 minutes at the
rise of the Sun.
The theory is further propounded by the
Ayurvedic experts, that the walking
undertaken during this period, chanting or
murmuring the lord’s name has manifold
health benefits, in comparison with the
normal days walk given the same time
interval. the result of all these, is that the
person who follows this routine is blessed
eternally with sound health.
The ‘ME’ time:
It is no strange news, that people have to go
about their pursuits in life, every day, which
may result in others being benefitted more.
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Therefore, the choice becomes none at that
point of the day. But, the Bhrama muharta
time, is where they can chase their own
pursuits towards the strengthening of their
religious beliefs and optimizing their exercise
routine, which result in wonderful benefits.

An Immune system, is through which all the
radical bacteria can be kept at bay. With
good blood circulation, immunity is at its
high. This would lead to a non-disease life.

•
Minerals & Vitamins: There are many
vitamins and minerals the human body
Therefore, one needs to create the special needs to stay healthy. With clean blood
time and the muhurtha time is heralded as circulating, vitamin and mineral oriented
the best.
food gets easily absorbed in the
mainstream, contributing to good health
and increased power to exercise.
The ‘Oxygen “factor:
All of us know, that oxygen is there in the •
The Ph factor: The ideal PH should be
atmosphere. But this oxygen tends to get 7.4. This is what separates us between
contaminated as the day progresses with all becoming alkaline or acidic. Early morning
kinds of carbon emission fro motor vehicles, exercises, purifies the blood, and the
toxic air from factories.
acidity is removed to a large extent.
The Muhurtha time is best time for inhaling
oxygen, which is purest in its form. This is
called nascent oxygen or in other words. it
mixes easily with the blood, and thus could
be called “Oxy Hemoglobin”.

Ideal Yoga exercises to be done during
Bramha Muhurtha:

During the Muhurtha time, there are high
levels of energy present in the atmosphere.
This is called ‘Prana” in Sanskrit, and there
Therefore, this is the best result one could a few yoga exercises that can be done
hope for, during their exercising, which during the 96 minutes, which would have
would lead to multiple health benefits, which a splendid effect on one. They are:
are briefly described below.
•
Surya Namaskar: An exercise to
•
Relief to cramps, pain etc.:
welcome the sun, and worship the sun god.
Yoga or walking stretches’ every muscle and The movements start out easy, but would
nerves in your body. Doing it through
get slightly complicated during the
muhurta time, would have more benefits, 4-minute asana or ritual. The whole body is
thanks to the pure oxygen factor and there stretched to the maximum, with the
would be fast relief to cramps, body pain etc. loosening of muscles being felt. Doing it
twice in a single muhurta is ideal.
•
Boost in Energy levels:
Since the blood circulation is on a high, the •
Nadi Shodan Pranayama: This yoga
chances are that the adrenalin gets pumped asana purifies the energy channels. It has
better, which would lead to energy levels everything to do with breathing and the
never experienced before.
alternate way of breathing too.
•
Best for developing an immune
system:
Lifestyle
Lifestyle
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temperature. Since the air is clean during
muhurta time, it becomes an invaluable
exercise.
•
There are other asanas too, which can
remove the fat, gives you a certain lightness
and strengthens your digestive system.
Swimming:
Swimming is an ideal exercise and the best,
as it calls for all exertions of the body. A swim
during the second muhurta is ideal .
Who should not practice exercising during
Brahma Muhurta:
•

Women who are pregnant.

•

very young children.

•

old people, who are not used to the 		
timings of this auspice’s hour.

•

People who are mentally sick or
physically handicapped.

•

People who know the previous meal
is yet to be digested, and are still
feeling full in the stomach.

Even though it is a religious belief, the facts
are undisputable.
The body and mind are enhanced in the
process, and the power of concentration is
also found to increase. Ideally, a healthy
person, who has followed the rituals in his
yester years of the Muhurta , should practice
this.

It does away with the heat created inside
the system, and helps retain the normal
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Mussoorie
Inde e d t he Q ue en of Hi l ls in Ever y S ens e of t he Word
				

- N IT IN R AO

Being in India, we are blessed with millions of mesmerising towns, beaches, temples,
monuments, hill stations and whatnot. And, when it comes to exploring North India, you
cannot miss the opportunity to take a trip to Mussoorie – the queen of hills. Mussoorie is
one such destination, which almost every travel blogger covers in their blogs. A lot of travel
bloggers even start their blogging journey with this beautiful hill station. The reason being is
that its aura and majesty speak thousands of words and take you close to the magical nature.
Mussoorie is situated at a height of around 2005 meter above sea level and is one of the best
and busiest hill stations to roam around, especially in the seasonal period. However, even
being action-packed, Mussoorie is among the top hill stations that tourists choose to travel
around throughout the year.
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How to Reach Mussoorie?
Mussoorie is located in the north-western
state of Uttarakhand, which was earlier also
known as Uttaranchal. It is around
36 kilometres away from the Dehradun
railway station, the nearest one. There are a
number of flights, trains and buses that serve
Dehradun city every day. The private and
government bus service between Dehradun
to Mussoorie is really good, which adds value
to Mussoorie’s tourism. Once you get down
to Jollygrant Airport or Dehradun railway
station, you can take the local transports as
per your convenience.

Kempty Waterfall - Let the Chilled
Droplets Hit Your Soul
A trip to Mussoorie cannot be completed
without feeling the droplets of fresh, chilled
and crystal clear water of Kempty Waterfall
on your cheeks while closing your eyes.

The Kempty Waterfall is the most popular
place to visit in Mussoorie, which indeed, is a
Once you reach this truly dazzling Mussoorie breath-taking spot to gallivant.
hill station, you will be bound to feel the
blessings of nature. The incredible
What makes the Kempty Waterfall so glorious
picturesque, fresh air, pristine nature and the is that the Kempty water falls from multiple
panoramic view of Mussoorie will
streams and blends into one before finally
captivate you with its imperishable beauty.
reaching the ground. If you are an aquaphile
and love the Mother Nature, this place is just
Since Mussoorie is situated at a good 6500 so apt for you.
feet above the sea level, the cold breezes
coming directly from the snow-capped
Here, you will not only admire the flora and
Himalayan peaks will enchant your mind and fauna of Mussoorie but also enjoy the sizzling
soul. If you are visiting Mussoorie for the first essence of the waterfall with other tourists.
time, you must be aware of some
Owing to such popularity of Kempty
breath-taking spots that are worth exploring. Waterfall, this place is often too crowded,
So, let us take you through these mesmeric especially in the seasonal period. However, it
and wonderful places in Mussoorie that
is still worth taking a ride to have a chance
justify why it is called the “Queen of Hill
to admire the astonishing beauty of Kempty
Stations”.
Fall.
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Benog Wildlife Sanctuary
– Meet Some Rare Species
Before They Extinct Forever
Another enthralling place that you must have
in your itinerary while exploring Mussorie is
the Benog Wildlife Sanctuary.
The Benog Wildlife Sanctuary is home to a wide
range of mountain birds that are,
unfortunately, on the verge of extinction. Along
with such disappearing birds such as red-billed
blue magpie and quails, you would also
stumble on the rare breeds of Leopards and
Deer. Besides, there are many other wildlife
species such as Bear, Black Panther and the
Himalayan Goat. If you are a nature and
wildlife enthusiast, you cannot keep Benog
Wildlife Sanctuary out of your travel plan.

Gun Hill – Learn How
Britishers Update the Time
to the People Back Then
Having a trip of Mussoorie and leaving the hill
station without having a bird’s eye view of the
entire Mussoorie does not sound right,
correct?
Therefore, I have for you this adventurous ride
to Gun Hill, which is about 6800 feet above the
sea level. This is the second-highest peak of
the region. Take a red cable car from Mall Road
to Gun Hill, which runs from 8 AM to 10 PM in
summers and schedules a bit earlier rest of the
year.
The red cable car would take you only 5-6
minutes to reach its destination. You will find
souvenir shops, food stalls, native costumes,
amusements rides, and local crowd along with
tourists etc.

A fun fact for you: The Gun Hill gets its name
because of the British cannon that is placed
there. Britishers would fire this cannon every
day at noon to let the people know what time
it is.

Mall Road – Because it
Completes Your Trip to
Mussoorie

You will surely be going to love the Tibetan
Buddhist Temple and astonishing valley view.

Mall Roads are the identity of the hill stations And, how can one forget about the Company
and hence, Mussoorie also has a Mall road, Garden while being in Mussoorie, right? The
which is often called the heart of Mussoorie. Company Garden gets its name after the British
East India Company. If you are exploring
It offers all that you would expect from any Mussoorie with your family, it can be a
other hill station in India. It has ample of local delightful experience to wallow in pedal boats,
shops, cuisines, cafes, and restaurants etc. What artificial waterfall, garden with tons of flowers
makes Mussoorie Mall Road different from and plants, and wax museum with Indian and
others is its Jawahar Aquarium and the historic international celebrities’ statues etc.
Mussoorie Library, which especially, fascinate
people who are fanatic about historic kinds of So, what are you waiting for? Plan a trip to
stuff. The Mall Road spreads through the entire Mussoorie and get one of the most wonderful
Mussoorie town and you can sightsee around travel experiences of your life!
Verdant Hills and valleys across the town.
The list does not end here! Apart from these
conventional places that are mentioned above,
there are many other spellbinding and
enthralling sightseeing spots in and around
Mussoorie that will leave you awestruck.
Some of such splendid places include the Corn
Village, which is an attractive offbeat
destination. Most residents in this town farm
corns and decorate their homes with a bunch
of corns. Another place, which is famous for
its soothing and calm environment is called
the Happy Valley.
It is home to approximately 5000 Tibetan
refugees who have preserved the Tibetan
culture and lifestyle.
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If you are in Thailand between April 13th and 15th this year, and happen to get wet
by someone pouring water all over you, don’t get offended; as this is the way Thai
celebrate their Buddhist New Year.

S ONG K R A N
T he World’s Big gest Water F ig ht
Fe st iva l Mark i ng Thai Budd hist Ne w Ye ar
				
				- Manish Kumar
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Held every year on 13th April, which has now been extended up to April 15th for
each year, Buddhist New Year celebration is the biggest festival celebration taking
place in Thailand, known as Songkran.

W HAT I S S ONG K R A N ?

W H Y S ONG K R A N I S
C E L E B R AT E D ?

Songkran is Thai New year’s national holiday. It is
celebrated each year on 13th April, and the festivities
runs up to 15th April, a trend that started two years
back.

Songkran is Thai New year’s national holiday. It is
celebrated each year on 13th April, and the festivities
runs up to 15th April, a trend that started two years
back.

Meaning ‘transformation of change’ alike the arrival
of spring, aligning with the Buddhist calendar.
Songkran was the official New Year in Thailand up
until 1888, but afterwards it shifted to April 1st, and
then to January 1st aligning with the World’s calendar.

Meaning ‘transformation of change’ alike the arrival
of spring, aligning with the Buddhist calendar.
Songkran was the official New Year in Thailand up
until 1888, but afterwards it shifted to April 1st, and
then to January 1st aligning with the World’s calendar.

The original New Year was then transformed into the
Buddhist New Year national Holiday. Songkran word
comes from a Sanskrit word that means ‘passing’ or
‘approaching’.

The original New Year was then transformed into the
Buddhist New Year national Holiday. Songkran word
comes from a Sanskrit word that means ‘passing’ or
‘approaching’.
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Interesting Things to
Know About Songkran
Celebrations Beyond Thailand

day to celebrate, have fun with water and
chill down in the hot season of April.

National Elderly Day

The first day of the official is officially called
as National Elderly Day, when younger
This festival is not just celebrated in
Thailand, but some neighbouring countries people pour scented water into elder
as well including Cambodia, Laos and people’s palms asking for their blessings,
a ritual known as Rod Nam Dum Hua.
Myanmar.

Fun and Festivities Galore

National Family Day

This festival is not just about sprinkling The 2nd festival day is observed as
water as a way of purification but for Thais National Family Day, during which families
and the tourists that visit each year, it is a give alms to temple monks and spend the
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rest of the day celebrating with their
families.

especially the much valued and admired flip-flops. There is no dearth of such types
elephants, across the country.
of clothes in the local market there.

Rituals Across the Country

You can easily see elephants gelling well
with people, engaging in water fight in a
fun way. They get decorated with different
colours and take fun spraying water over
people.

There are numerous festivities and
activities associated with Songkran, the
primary being cleansing with water that
signifies purification of one’s sins. Another
common practice is paying tribe to the dead
and offering food and robes to the monks.
Regionally, North Thailand sees rituals
where firecrackers are burst to ward off
evils, whereas South Thailand pledges and
work towards not hurting animals. And the
central part engages in activities of setting
free buffaloes, cows and birds.

Pageants and Parades
Dousing each other with water, arranging
live musical festivals, folk dances, beauty
pageants and traditional parades are all
part of Songkran festival happening around
the country.

Tourists Flock from Across the
Globe
Not just with locals, but Songkran has become hugely popular with tourists from
across the world, as much as this time of
the year is being busiest for the travel and
hotel industry in the country.

Elephants are an Important Part
of The Festival
Yes, if you think that Songkran festival is
for humans only. As much as Thai people
value animals in their community and
rituals, they ensure to make them an
integral part of their celebrations,
50 IndoThai Lifestyle

How to Prepare for the
Songkran Festival
As I experienced it last year, there are
certain things people, especially tourists,
need to keep in mind so that they are able
to enjoy without any blemishes, as you
would be experiencing such a grand affair
for the first time in your life:
1. Be Ready to Get Wet
No matter where you are in the country
during this festival, there is no code of
avoidance. You step out, you will get wet.
So, rather than running away, let the
festivities and water you soak you up.

4. Goggles
Being blasted directly in the eye with a
water gun can be a worse situation. So
keep your eyes safe, and your mind and
face ready to be hit with a pair of goggles.
You can find numerous varieties, adding
to the style you want to carry all day long.
5. Become Involved, Fight with Water
Guns and Don’t Take Anything
Personally
The streets are packed all day long,
especially around the Khao San road in
Bangkok, and some popular hotspots
including Chiang Mai, Phuket and more.
So, be ready, be patient, get a good, big,
sturdy water gun yourself, and take to the
streets to get ready for a water fight with
Thai people (they are cooperative,
friendly and love the tourists becoming a
part of their celebrations).

2. Keep Your Essentials Safe

And it is not that you have to pay for water,
like you pay for drinking water. The locals
When out, your phone, wallet, money,
usually put up huge containers of water on
documents and other elements are
the side of the street for you to fill and refill
important for you, which needs to be
your gun easily.
protected from the sprayed water.
Invest in a waterproof bag, an appropriate
size, that keeps your valuables safe and
is easy to carry around.
3. Wear Proper Clothes
Investing in super dry clothes is a good
idea. Overall, you must be wearing light
clothes specific to the situation, including
a beach short underneath, tees, and

Songkran in 2020
In today’s world that has been hit by COVID-19, you can
expect that there are concerns over the huge gathering of
Thailand (as this country too has experienced some
affected cases), you are advised to follow full precautions
and assess the situation thoroughly before you decide on
to take the flight to join in the celebrations of Songkran.
In coming days, there is optimism that experts the world
over, with all the effective measures and steps, will contain
the spread of the virus, we can hope to have a celebration
that has become synonymous with the Thai way of
life – enjoy, merry and dance along.
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Fashion

Styles for Men
and Women
Pack i ng up you r w i nter cl ot hes and preppi ng up for t he com i ng hotte r mont hs ? Wel l t he
su m mer s e as on is yet to come, here is t he col ou r f u l, br i g ht spr i ng s e as on r i g ht at t he
do or.
S o, it’s t i me to hang up t hat he av y co at you w r app e d you rs el f i n dur i ng t he e nt i re w i nte r
s e as on , store away t he wo ol l en col l e c t i on and br i ng t he l i g hter, su nni e r spr i ng f ash i on to
t he fore. T he s e as ons change, t he fashi on st y l e changes , and w it h t hat c ome s a ne w t re nd.
What worke d a ye ar or t wo ago m i g ht b e ob s ol ete now. And w hat worke d a d e c a d e ago as
a fashi on st atement m i g ht ma ke it s comeb ack i n a g r and way. Yes t hat is w hat f ash i on is
a l l ab out .
When it s spr i ng t i me, it is n’t just ab out t he m i d-way b et we en t he w i nte r and sum me r
s e as on , it is an a lto get her di f ferent sp el l t hat you have to c apit a l i z e on to b e on your top
fashi on g ame. You wou l d b e a ro ok i e to t hi n k t hat t he spr i ng s e as on f ash i on is on ly ab out
a l itt l e co ol and br i g hter cl ot hes . T here is more to t hat . And for e ve r y ne w s e as on t he
st y l e t rends do es change a l ot .

to Rule This
2020 Spring

S o, w hat you c an l o ok for ward to i n t he Spr i ng S e as on 2 0 2 0 for upl i f t i ng your f ash i on
g ame? R e ad on .

Season
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For Women
• Colours – Hordes of Options :If lighter is the trend to sway this season for men,
women can cheer themselves up more
emphatically as they will be spoilt for choices when
it comes to colours. Brighter and lighter shades of
warm and bolder colours will definitely be on the
cards. And apart from that you can expect to see
colourful display of quirky shades like pastel, neon,
the universal pink and much more.
• Puffy Sleeves :Yes, this Victorian-style themed created waves
decades and centuries ago, and is now a rage
amongst style icons. Creating a slimmer waist and
adding a rejuvenating feminine touch, this style is
ideal for you to go a bit different and unique. Opt
for soft colours; and you can also try a complete
neutral tone as well.
• Boots are Definitely In :Boots were a fashionista’s love in winters and they
are going to stay as such in the spring season as
well. And to add a class to the boot style, pair them
up with a feminine dress to create a complete
cohesive, flamboyant, bold yet a fun, elegant look.
• Faux Leather is a
Never-Die Fashion Statement :Yes, it is. While leather would have been your
preferred choice in winters; for the breezy spring
season, faux leather jackets and coats make up
that perfect look while adding to your bold style
identity. You can carry an all-black ensemble, or go
for a bold appeal with red one. Pair them with your
formals, jeans, trousers, skirts or whatever that
matches perfectly.
• Step Out in a Jumpsuit :Jumpsuits are a favourite for many women. And
what better way to flaunt your style than the ideal,
bright and cheerful season the spring is all about. A
pleather jumpsuit can double up as the ideal outfit
for a range and events and places that you are
going to. Go cool in a black one, or cute and
charming in a pink one, the choice is yours. Add to
your class by pairing up with a boot or sandals, and
54 IndoThai Lifestyle
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a belt bag.

and such colours are the definitive choices when it
comes to colours. While the brighter move is
somewhat universal for the specific season, you
• Printed Tops, Casual Wears, Denims – All for the don’t have to stick to only a few choices only.
Variety That You Seek :Instead going lighter is the best way to move from
Printed tops are a versatile fashion statement, and the warmth that you desire in winters to the breezy
reflecting a blended, dynamic sense of style, these feeling that you expect in the spring season.
provide a lively appearance, one that pairs well
with the bright and sunny spring season. Also, ca- Ditch your dark grey and black for the light grey.
sual wears, including jeans, stripes denims and such Put aside your dark indigo for a washed blue
will be the perfect wardrobe collection to have this version. Go a shade or two lighter in your neutrals
spring.
and you will have the perfect cool style for the
spring season.
• Sandals, Flats, Square-Toed Heels – Your Ideal
Partner to Step Out in Style :• Time to Swoop in Spring Fabrics :With one exception – when you care carrying a
bold look, like with a leather coat or so – go for the
boots. While for other occasions and outfits, match
and wear on a casual footwear pick that provides
comfort, class and a cool, easy to carry fashion
statement to you.

For Men

Here again, most will pick cotton as the universal
choice; you can’t limit yourself to that one only.
There are options galore.
Time to ditch the thick cotton tees for the lighter
cotton tees and shirts.You want more breathable
and moisture wicking fabric in this season, and
enters linen, silk, chambray, and gingham fabric,
apart from cotton.

• Not Brighter –
But Lighter is The New Spring Cool :-

From neutral tone linen shirt to classic light blue
and grey chambray, and checkered gingham in
white plus another bold colour will transform your
Who says bright and sparkly red, yellow, green
fashion game.
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• Stripes are in This Spring :With a classic 21-stripe Breton shirt to go with a pair
of denim effortlessly, to varied pattern stripes from
leading brands, in fabrics as mentioned above, your
spring style would have never been so dynamic and
eye-catchy before.
• Long Sleeve Shirts – Perfect
for that Weather Transformation :Depending on where you live, there are good
chances that in the morning or during the evening
the weather could get a bit cold. This is where
moving to the ideal summer fashion of keeping it
half-sleeved won’t be a good idea. The long sleeve
button down shorts are the rage this season, and
should be a part of men’s wardrobe collection.
Here too, you have a wide assortment of fabrics to
go, with your purpose and place.

• The Bottomwear –
Classic, Perky, Comfortable :The bottom-wear too needs a touch of refine when
stepping into the spring season. Jeans are
universal, and there is no stopping them here as
well. From casual attire to cocktail attire, the types
are abundant. And who can forget the recent
fashion surge of cuffing your denim to expose some
ankle which is going to rule the roost this time too.
Aside from jeans, chinos in lighter and breathable
blends of cotton and linen will be in statute. Navy,
olive, khaki, no dearth of colour options here.
And yes, not to forget the stylish shorts; with the
coming warmth comes the comfort and easiness of
shorts in linen and other fabrics that you just won’t
be able to resist.
• Footwear – Colourful, Comfy and Assortment :-

• Springtime Jackets
are a Bold Fashion Statement :-

The clean and minimalist look of sneakers in white
and other bright and neutral colours, offering great
contrast for variety of outfits, is here to stay like it
Who says it’s time to ditch the jacket game
has dominated in the past few years. Another one
completely? Yes, you can have that summer as well to up your spring look are the iconic boat
as a bit of cold-weather fashion feeling both during footwear, which are easy-to-pair and goes with a
spring (this is what I love most about this
range of different coloured and type outfits.
period). From the classic denim trucker to modern
field jackets, as well as trendy bomber jackets, in Loafers have resurfaced in the fashion sense and
bold and bright colours, all are perfect to take you show no signs of letting go.
through that breezy and windy weather at certain
times and places.
Interestingly, while many would associate boots
with colder and more rugged season style, there
are boots varieties like Lace-up, chukka, and
Chelsea that goes perfect with chinos and
light-wash denims.
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Let Your
Feet Do

the Talking

- Heal Your Cracked Feet
By Kanika Sardwal

So, what is your favourite spring fashion? What
combination does make you comfortable, stylish
and at your best?
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Tips for Preventing Your Cracked Foot
* There are several things one can do in case of a cracked foot.
Cracked foot usually happens once it’s
neglected or once it isn’t appropriately
attended. The foot is one of the first neglected
parts of our body; this is because it’s the least
visible part. People generally lookout for these
parts that provide aesthetic Beauty rather like
the face, hands, and hairs.
The foot on the opposite side is one of the
essential elements, and any injury to it would
undoubtedly make the person inaccessible to
any work.
The most common cause of cracked skin is
because of the lack of moisture. Moisture is a
vital ingredient for the growth of healthy skin
as soon as the feet are deprived of it cracks
develop on the skin, either causing a strange
itching sensation or leading to the most
common of all results, bleeding.

* The acid in lemon helps to peel dry and hard skin. Mix freshly
squeezed juice with warm water (don’t use hot water). Soak the feet
for a few minutes (10 - 15 minutes). Scrub with pumice. Apply a moisturizer on your feet.

One can apply hydrogenated oil after washing the foot then drying it
thoroughly. Using pulp of a dry banana can also help then wash and * Vegetable oil is another excellent remedy for cracked heels. You’ll
use the same night. Repeat every night before getting to bed oil or
dry the area properly.
coconut oil or flaxseed oil. Any of those three will do an ideal job.
Soaking the foot in juice regularly, say about twice each day, also Wash the feet and scrub with pumice. Dry your feet with a towel.
helps regulate cracked feet. Habitual application of a mix of glycerin Apply oil to the affected area. Wear a thick pair of stockings.
and rosewater also helps in healing cracked feet.

* Lemon juice works well as a result of the acidity of the lemon helps
One of the most common and most comfortable treatment is first to dissolve the dry skin for a simple removal with foot brush. Soak for
rinse the feet in water for about 10 minutes, dry it, then apply any ten minutes, drain, and then exfoliate.
moisturizing cream into the cracked surfaces, then let it dry, repeat
* A great natural moisturizer is usually made by combining oil and
this process for five to 10 days one would see results.
juice, along with a few drops of lavender, or that every variety of oil
* Another way of obtaining results is to liquefy paraffin wax, then you like. This treatment is generally caused by the batch and stored
blend it with a little amount of mustard oil, apply it over the cracked in a container for everyday use. Make sure to shake it before
application.
surfaces then wash it off later within the day.

Remedies for Healing Your Cracked Foot

Repeat this process using this remedy for about 10 to fifteen days;
the outcome would be resounding. Finally, a proper nutritional diet
not only renders good health it also supplies vital proteins and vita- * These treatment work best at night. Applying them before going to
mins to the feet giving the skin the care it needs.
bed gives them enough time to try to do original work.
* This hack is beneficial. Wash your feet and scrub the heel with
a pumice stone. Dry thoroughly with a towel and apply petroleum.
Massage thoroughly. It is placed on a thick pair of stockings. The
stockings should be worn overnight. Repeat before getting to bed
daily till your heels are completely healed

* You can use butter to moisturize your feet and your Beauty skin.
Shea butter is additionally useful.
* If you’re overweight, you’ve got to lose some pounds to relieve the
pressure of weight on your feet.

When the bleeding gets prolonged, it results in
skin diseases. This is often where a little thing
can transform into a bigger problem; therefore,
taking care of the foot is vital.
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* Wear closed-back shoes.

from the produce department in your grocery work high.

* If your feet are at the delicate stage of dryness, there are several
beautiful ways in which to relieve the unpleasantness of dry feet.

You might also want to put on a tray of sunshine socks to help keep
the wrapping in place. You’ll see a difference the next morning, but
keep doing it for three days during a row for beautiful results, then
whenever necessary.

* You can add every kind of thing to a warm foot bath to assist your
feet and get rid of dry, dead skin through exfoliation.

Dry, cracked hands also can come from overuse, even if you do not
* Add to your foot bath a cap filled with baby shampoo alongside a work with water much. People who use their hands for things like
cup of white vinegar. Or try some of the tablespoons of Epsom salts construction, carpentry, or maybe those that work with chemicals
or carbonate of soda or a cup of milk.
are prone to problems with the skin on their hands drying out
dramatically.
* For relief, while you sleep, spread on a combination of Vaseline and
juice, then don a try of socks, so you do not stain your bedding and Working with rough materials, chemicals, and things that absorb
leave nightlong.
moisture can mean your hands are left dry, rough, red, and painful.
Again, an honest lotion and a pair of gloves may be the answer.
* You’re sitting before the TV, spread on a banana mash and sit
together with your feet up for half an hour, then rinse.
If you’re experiencing problems with dry, cracked hands and
lotions and gloves aren’t working, it might be that you only are using
The natural healing hacks that we like best are an overnight deep the wrong type of cream. Almost any home remedy can work, but
moisturizer. Before bed, first, soak your feet in Epsom salts, then some people with dry hands with cracks that tend to bleed may need
butter up your feet with cocoa butter and wrap during a bag those something that works better.

A fresh Start?
Carrer, Love, Finance and Health bring Surprises this month.
What does this Month hold for you?

Horoscope
The actual word ‘Horoscope’ is derived from the Latin combination of two words
in which ‘Horo’ means hour and ‘Scope’ means view, so it is a ‘view of the hour.’
One definition of ‘horoscope’ is that it is a delineation of particular celestial
energies based on heavenly patterns, such as you see in magazines or
newspapers.

Upgrade your

Sun’s Energy
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Aries

March 21 - April 10

A sense of wellbeing will be setting the tone for the month.
Optimism connected to changes have been occurring in
your area of shared resources.
Desire to acquire a luxury item on impulse for entertainment purposes could backfire unless you give this some
thought. It is very unlikely that you will, before you jump
into it.

Cancer
June 21 - July22

Social status and the community seem to be very much on the
forefront for you this month. Entertainment and social
activities are also plentiful. Activities at the home base have
been increasing.
Some of you could be changing residence but this could cause
you many unexpected expenses that could dip into your shared
resources.

Lucky Stone: Red Coral, Amethyst

Privacy seems to be very important for you this month but
you also desire to put your best front forward. Sudden changes connected to your work area could be present and these
changes will not make you very happy. Adaptation should be
the key to this situation as changes are very hard for you to take.
Lucky Stone:

Taurus
April 20 - May 20

Lucky Stone: Moonstone, Pearl

This month, some of you Leos will be getting a more
philosophical outlook into your life. As the month progresses,
you will be looking at a deeper meaning into where you are
going.

Leo

July 23 - Aug 22

Disagreement with mate or partner could be rocking the boat,
negotiation with feelings toward each party will smooth the
way. A work-related matter can show a very promising outlook
but remember that everything that shines is not gold.

Diamond, Coral & Emerald

Lucky Stone: Ruby & Amber

Gemini
May 21 - June 20
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This month could find some of you involved with friends and
charitable activities. These could be connected to your work or
business, but uncertainty could be causing you some worries.
Impulsive action to seek enjoyment on a trip could be cause of
a disagreement; cooperation and refrain should be looked into.
An illusory sense of well-being could be developing
concerning your joint finances. You will not be happy when
looking for some reality in this situation.
Lucky Stone: Aquamarine, Agate
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Virgo

Aug 23 - Sep 22
The spotlight this month is on your area of outside resources
of income. News concerning this in connection to a
partnership or your mate could be on the agenda for you.
There should be lots of activities connected to your personal
sources, some unexpected expenses related to your line of
work could come to pass. Inclination to act rashly should be
curtailed and prudence be called for.
Lucky Stone: Yellow Sapphire
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Libra

For some of you wedding bells could be ringing right now and
some of you could also be entering into business partnerships.
Minor differences in your point of view with loved one could
come to a head and become blown out of proportion. New
opportunities for career promotion together with a delayed
financial reward could be in the picture for you.

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Capricorn
Dec 22 - Jan 19

Lucky Stone: Sapphire, Diamond, Emerald & Turquoise

The spotlight this month is at your home base. Slow changes
are going to start a momentum and moving could be one of the
things that you could see in the immediate future.
Insecurities about your role and responsibilities at home could
be bothering you, so communication with loved one could
clarify and define the situation for you. A sibling or close
relative could teach you a thing or two in reference to your
joint finances.
Lucky Stone: Black Onyx, Emerald

Responsibilities need to be clarified as lack of
communication is impairing your understanding of them.
Issues should be faced and discussed.

Scorpio
Oct 23 - Nov 21

Changes at your home front seem to be happening in an
unexpected fashion, giving you sense of having your hands
tied in spite of your needs. Tension and frustration could be
worked out in a loving manner with mate or partner.

Your work area will be calling for adjustments as differences
will abound. Worries about your future goals will be bothering
you, but listening to your inner feelings will guide you.

Sagittarius
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Aquarius
July 23 - Aug 22

Lucky Stone: Black Pearl, Opal and Sapphire

Lucky Stone: Red Coral, Bloodstone and Yellow Sapphire

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Interchange of ideas with sibling or close relatives about
changes will bring you a learning experience and a different
outlook into your life. Avoid confrontations as emotions could
get in the way; cooperation will be necessary.

Entertainment and social activities with good friends will
come your way. Lots of communication between you and
friends will also be featured, bringing unexpected news.
Your work area is bringing you pleasant circumstances and
some of you might be promised financial reward, but
remember that promises are only promises, so follow up.
Lucky Stone: Yellow Sapphire & Turquoise

Pieces
Feb 19 - March 20

The spotlight this month is on your area of personal resources and
values.
You will be learning a thing or two concerning your joint finances and
mate or partner will be giving a lot of input in this area. Keep your
mind open to suggestions that could be very beneficial to you.
Emotional need for some recreational and social activities could be felt
and thoughts about traveling will cross your mind.
Lucky Stone: Yellow Sapphire, Red Coral
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